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Matrix orientation plays a crucial role in determining the severity of scar tissue after dermal
wounding. We present a model framework which allows us to examine the interaction of many
of the factors involved in orientation and alignment. Within this framework, cells are considered as discrete objects, while the matrix is modelled as a continuum. Using numerical
simulations, we investigate the e!ect on alignment of changing cell properties and of varying
cell interactions with collagen and "brin.
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1. Introduction
Alignment phenomena are found throughout
our environment, in contexts as varied as liquid
crystals (Priestly et al., 1975), intracellular actin
networks (Small et al., 1995), "sh and insect
swarming (Okubo, 1986), cellular biology (NuK bler-Jung, 1987) and wound healing (Ehrlich
& Krummel, 1996). In this paper, we focus on
wound healing, where a higher degree of alignment is a key characteristic of scar tissue. An
understanding of how processes interact to produce alignment is a crucial step in the development of anti-scarring therapies.
Dermal skin tissue is composed of a relatively
sparse cell population surrounded by a "brous
network of proteins called the extracellular
matrix. This matrix is primarily composed of
collagen that interacts with cells in a dynamic
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way which is not fully understood (Hay, 1991). It
is clear that the extracellular matrix acts as a scaffolding, providing directional cues via a phenomenon known as &&contact guidance'' (Guido
& Tranquillo, 1993; Clark et al., 1990; Hsieh
& Chen, 1983). Fibroblasts, the cells which create
and maintain the extracellular matrix, help to
orient and give structure to the "brous network
(Clark, 1996). This complex "broblast}extracellular matrix interaction, known as dynamic
reciprocity, is the focus of this paper. We are
speci"cally concerned with the orientation of the
collagen matrix and learning what factors are
important in alignment. The "broblasts in#uence
the collagen matrix both biochemically and
mechanically. Evidence suggests that as the cells
move and produce collagen the "brils are
oriented in the direction of motion (Markwald
et al., 1979; Birk & Trelstad, 1986; Trelstad
& Hayashi, 1979). Whether or not this is due to
tractional forces is unclear, although as "broblasts move they do exert tractional forces which
 1999 Academic Press
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can alter the structure of the collagen matrix
(Stopak & Harris, 1982; Harris et al., 1981). In
this paper, for simplicity, we only consider alignment processes which are associated with moving
cells and e!ect the matrix near the cell, leaving an
investigation of more long-range alignment and
contraction for future work.
Mathematical modelling of alignment has been
prevalent in the past few years, focusing on a wide
variety of applications. Of particular relevance to
this study is the work on "broblast orientation
(Edelstein-Keshet & Ermentrout, 1990; Mogilner
& Edelstein-Keshet, 1995; Mogilner et al., 1996;
Mogilner & Edelstein-Keshet, 1996); this focuses
on orientation due to cell-to-cell contact inhibition rather than directional cues taken from their
substrate, on which we concentrate. In contrast
to this previous work, we are not primarily concerned with "broblast orientation as such, but
rather on how this a!ects the orientation of the
"brous network. The work which most closely
relates to the modelling in this paper is that
which examines alignment of the extracellular
matrix (Olsen et al., 1998, 1999; Dallon & Sherratt, 1998; Barocas & Tranquillo, 1997). Each of
these represents very di!erent approaches to
modelling similar systems. Olsen et al. (1998)
model the system with reaction di!usion equations where the species can take one of two orthogonal directions, while Olsen et al. (1999) use
a related model including the long-range mechanical forces within the "brous network. Dallon
& Sherratt (1998) formulate the long-range angular interactions as integro-di!erential equations,
ignoring spatial variation, and in Barocas
& Tranquillo (1997) the extracellular matrix is
treated as a biphasic medium with viscoelastic
properties which both orients, and is oriented, by
the cells. All these models use continuum descriptions for variables, whereas the models described
in this paper represent the cells as discrete entities
and the extracellular matrix as a continuum
vector "eld.
In the next section we start our study by
describing a simple model involving only
one "brous matrix component (collagen). In
Section 3, results from numerical simulations of
the model are presented. Section 4 introduces
a more complicated model which represents the
extracellular matrix as two "brous networks, one

of collagen and one of "brin. By examining
a simple model initially, and then a more complex extension, more is learned about the underlying mechanisms for orientation. The results of
the more complicated model are explained in
Section 5 and we conclude with a discussion of
applications to wound healing.
2. The Matrix Orientation Model
Initially, we only model simple interactions
between "brous collagen matrix and the "broblasts. Although we have a collagen network in
mind, the model could be applied to any cellular
reorganization of a "brous matrix. The cells are
treated as discrete objects whose paths are given
by f G(t)"( f G , f G ), where the superscript denotes
 
cell i. The collagen is represented as a continuous
vector "eld denoted by c (x, t) where x represents
the cartesian coordinates of a point in the plane.
The vectors c are in R, have unit length and
their direction represents the predominant direction of the collagen "bres at that point in space
and time.
As mentioned previously, the cells receive directional cues from the extracellular matrix.
These cues are modelled by
v (t)
df G(t)
,f G(t)"s
""v (t)""
dt

(1)

with
v (t)"(1!o) c (f G(t), t)#o

f G(t!q)
""f G(t!q)""

,

(2)

where o and s are positive constants with s representating the cell speed and q a time lag. The "rst
term in eqn (2) represents the in#uence of the
collagen matrix on the direction of the cell (&&contact guidance'') and if o"0, the cell moves exactly in the direction of the collagen. Fibroblasts on
"brous gels become very elongated and maintain
a leading edge (Friedl et al., 1998) which we
model by the second term of eqn (2) which gives
the cell a bias in the direction it is moving. The
parameter o determines the strength of this bias,
so if o"1, the cell does not change direction and
moves in a straight line determined by the initial
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conditions, independent of its environment. In
eqn (1) the linear combination of directions is
normalized and scaled to give the appropriate
speed.
The "broblasts alter the collagen matrix by
changing its orientation. As mentioned previously we model only the local #ux-induced
alignment. Since each "broblast can contribute
to the reordering of the collagen, the overall e!ect
of the cell population on the matrix is represented
by the vector f
,
f G (t!q)
,
f (x, t)" w (x, t)
G
""f G (t!q)""
G

(3)

where q is again a time lag and N is the total
number of cells. This gives the cumulative e!ect
of all the "broblasts on the collagen direction. We
assume that the e!ect of the cells acts in this
additive fashion; this simplifying assumption is
reasonable in view of the low cell density in our
simulations. The weight function, w , interpolates
G
the in#uence of the discrete cells to the continuum collagen variable and maintains the in#uence of the "broblasts local. The issue of how
discrete variables interact with continuum variables is discussed in Dallon (1999) which deals
with numerical issues arising from discrete and
continuum hybrid model formulations. The
weight function used here is graphed in Fig. 1 and
is de"ned by
w (x, t)"a a with
G
 



FIG. 1. A graph of the weight function w . The cell locaG
tion fG(t)"(0, 0).

c (x, t) evolves according to
dh (x, t)
"i"" f "" sin (a!h).
dt



(4)

where x"(x , x ) and ¸"10 lm. Thus the sup 
port of the function is a 20;20 lm.
Ideally, the support of the weight function
should correspond to the shape of the cell, but
since it is constantly changing and unknown we
use the above simpli"cation. The time lag q represents the time taken for the cell to change
direction after obtaining the directional cues
from its environment. For example, the head of
an elongated "broblast may be travelling in a different direction than its tail. The orientation of

(5)

Here h is the angle of c, the vector representing
the collagen direction and a (x, t) is the angle of
f (x, t). Thus when the di!erence between the
angles is small the derivative is small and when
the directions are orthogonal the rate of change
reaches a maximum. In addition, it is periodic so
that when a "bre and cell are oriented in either
the same direction or 1803 apart the "bre does
not change directions.
A vector "eld representation of the "bres is not
unique because the "bres are "laments which
extend in both the positive and negative direction
of its associated vector. The representation of the
"bres which we use is cell dependent and satis"es
1c, f G(t)2!d'0.

" f G (t)!x "
H ,0 ,
a "max 1! H
H
¸
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(6)

Here 1), )2 denotes the standard Euclidean inner
product in the plane and d some small positive
constant. We choose this representation to ensure that a cell moves along the "bre in the
manner which would require the cell to make the
smallest change in its direction. In other words, if
the vector in the direction of the cell and the
vector representing the "bre are placed head to
tail, the inner angle, , is obtuse (see Fig. 2). If the
cell direction and the "bre direction are at approximately right angles (approximately de"ned
by the choice of d), then the "bre orientation is
randomly chosen to be the positive or negative
direction.
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FIG. 2. A schematic depicting a cell direction and two
possible "bre orientations for the same "bre. Of the two
possible representations for the "bre orientation (a) and (b),
only (b) satis"es eqn (6) for the shown cell direction. For this
representation the inner angle is greater than 903 which
means that when following the "bre, the cell alters its course
the least rather than turning back on itself.

The numerical algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Interpolate the cell's direction to the grid.
2. Orient the "bres with respect to the cell's
direction.
3. Interpolate "bres to the cell's location.
4. Normalize the interpolated direction.
5. Change the "bres' direction and normalize.
6. Move the cell in the direction found in
step 3.
Further details of the numerical scheme are given
in the appendix.

FIG. 3. The collagen orientations and cell positions for
a typical simulation. In (a) the initial random collagen orientation is shown and in (b) the collagen orientation is
shown after 100 hr of remodelling by the "broblasts on
a domain of 0.5 mm;1.0 mm. The cells have a speed of
15 km hr\, i"5, o"0, k"0.15 hr and the numerical grid
for the vector "eld is 51;101.

tangent corresponds to the direction of the vector
"eld at the point, i.e. streamlines.

3. Results of Realignment
In this section, we describe results from the
model of collagen realignment by considering the
e!ect of important parameters, the initial "bre
orientation, cell density, how cells enter the
domain and "nally di!erent boundary conditions. A typical simulation result is shown in
Fig. 3. There are 600 cells which start uniformly distributed throughout the domain of
0.5 mm;1 mm. The boundary conditions are re#ective with the component of motion of a cell in
the direction perpendicular to the boundary encountered being re#ected. This boundary condition was chosen because it is the most realistic for
the epidermal boundary in the wound, can be
interpreted as a no-#ux boundary for the other
wound edges with an equal number of cells entering and leaving the domain (for further details see
the appendix). The collagen orientation is represented in the "gures by drawing curves whose

3.1. RATE AT WHICH THE FIBROBLASTS
ALTER THE COLLAGEN: i

The parameter i represents a cell's ability to
alter the direction of the collagen "bres and is
determined by properties of both the "broblasts
and the collagen matrix. For instance, the sti!ness of the collagen matrix, the local tractional
forces the cells create, the manner in which the
cells produce collagen "bres and the degree the
cells chemically alter the matrix will all in#uence
how easily the cells reorient the collagen. Of these
four properties mentioned, only the tractional
forces of "broblasts have been measured, giving
insu$cient data for determining i. These forces
have been measured by placing cells on #oating
silicon rubber "lms and measuring the distortment (Harris et al., 1980) and by measuring the
overall contractile forces on collagen gels with
moving "broblasts (Eastwood et al., 1996).
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FIG. 4. The e!ect of altering the rate at which the "broblasts change the "bre direction. It is seen that as the in#uence of the
cells on the collagen orientation increases the pattern has more structure in (a) where i"2.5, the most structure in (b) where
i"5 [same as Fig. 3(b)] and then less structure in (c) where i"20. The simulations shown here have the same parameters
and set-up as that shown in Fig. 3.

Although this information is important, it is not
su$cient to determine i. Even though quantitative values for i are not currently possible, we can
check the model's sensitivity to i and later give
suggestions of how to roughly determine i experimentally.
An important result of our numerical simulations is that the maximal smoothness of the extracellular matrix occurs at a "nite value of
i (Fig. 4). That is, the degree by which a randomly oriented vector "eld is smoothed, due to the
cells, increases with i to a critical level and then
decreases. Large i means that the cells quickly
reorganize the collagen in the direction they are
travelling. The reduced alignment at large i occurs because the cells re-randomize the "eld and
do not create as much alignment.
The orientation of the "brous gel generated by
our model can, when started with an initially
random con"guration, remain random at a
global level, yet have a lot of structure (see
Figs 3 and 4). Although globally there is no
predominant orientation, on a "ner scale di!er-

ent orientations will dominate resulting in local
structure and pattern. In order to compare di!erent simulations we want to quantify the amount
of structure or alignment, but global averages are
of little use. They cannot even distinguish between the initial and "nal con"gurations. Thus,
we use the following simplistic method to
measure the structure which was inspired by the
technique described in Rand & Wilson (1995).
We subdivide the domain into uniform,
non-intersecting regions. In each region a "bre
direction is chosen and the absolute value of the
di!erences with all the other "bre directions within the region is averaged. This gives some
measure for the alignment of the "bres within the
subregion. The values are then averaged for all
the subregions giving one value for the overall
domain. A priori, we do not know the scale of the
structure, so this procedure is carried out several
times with di!erent-sized subregions. We consider 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and "nally 64 subregions. The
results comparing the simulations with di!erent
values of i are shown in Fig. 5. Of course, as the
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FIG. 5. The measure of alignment applied to the results for simulations with di!erent values of i. The alignment is greatest
for i"5 and the corresponding alignment patterns are shown in Figs 3 and 4. The x-axis denotes the number of grid points in
the square subregions used. The symbols represent the values for i in the following manner: the random initial conditions (#),
i"2.5 (} };} }), i"5 (- -;- -) and i"20 (䊐).

regions become too small the measure becomes
meaningless since for smaller regions there are
fewer points to average and in the extreme case of
a region with one grid point, the "bre is truly
aligned with itself.
One can see by the results that this crude
measure con"rms what is visually obvious.
Throughout the rest of the paper this measure of
alignment is used to con"rm comparisons which
are visually apparent and determine which simulations have more structure when a visual inspection is not su$cient.
3.2. CELL SPEED: s

Increasing the speed of the cell has an obvious
e!ect on the cell paths: they move farther and in
longer straight-line runs. Because the time step in
the simulations is kept constant, the cell samples
the environment with the same frequency to determine its direction at higher speeds, but moves
more quickly between samplings. Similar results
can be obtained by "xing the speed and altering
the time step. A more subtle e!ect of variations in
cell speed is on the collagen alignment, and this
depends on the support of the weight functions
w . If a cell moves su$ciently fast that the disG
tance travelled in one time step is greater than the
support of w , then at its new location the cell
G

does not continue to alter the "bres at its previous location; we denote this critical value of the
speed above by s . Thus increases in speed do not
U
alter the extent of "bre alignment but simply
align the "bres in a di!erent manner. At very low
speeds the cell will alter its course many times in
a small area causing little overall alignment in the
"brous gel. As the speed increases the cell will
alter its course fewer times in a given area but
modify the region within the support of w causG
ing more alignment. Increasing the speed further
will decrease the e!ect since the cell modi"es the
"bre at its previous positions to a lesser extent.
When it moves faster than s it no longer
U
modi"es the previous position. Thus, we expect
there to be an optimal cell speed that aligns the
gel to the greatest extent. This behaviour at low
speeds is easily seen in Fig. 6 where an increase
from 5 to 15 km hr\ clearly increases the alignment of the gel. Yet as the speed increases the
boundary conditions begin to signi"cantly a!ect
the patterns making it di$cult to con"rm
whether there is a maximum speed which gives
optimal alignment. For our choice of w and time
G
step, the critical speed s +132 km hr\ which is
U
out of the range of biologically realistic speeds.
Fibroblasts move anywhere from 12 to
60 km hr\ in three-dimensional collagen gels
(Friedl et al., 1998). For some speed ranges, the
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FIG. 6. Collagen alignment patterns for di!erent cell speeds. As the cell speed increases the alignment also increases. The
speed varies from 5 km hr\ in (a), 15 km hr\ in (b) to 60 km hr\ in (c). Other than the speed the set-up and parameters are
the same as Fig. 3.

simulations are not sensitive to small changes in
speed. With the parameter sets tested, we "nd
that for speeds ranging from 15 to 60 km hr\,
small changes in speed have little e!ect on the
overall amount of alignment.
3.3. CELL POLARIZATION: o

Fibroblasts moving on a "brous substratum
tend to become highly elongated with a clear
leading edge in what is called a bipolar form
(Grinnell & Minter, 1978), as opposed to having
a more spread morphology with a large, nonlocalized, leading lamella when placed on
a smooth surface (Grinnell & Bennett, 1981). As
stated previously, the model cells a!ect the
matrix in the support of w , which realistically
G
should more closely match the area covered by
the cell membrane. Yet having a greatly elongated support for w not only complicates the
G
model but is also an oversimpli"cation of the
collagen production and orientation processes.
Production occurs in involutions within the trailing edge of the cell and not throughout its entire

length (Birk & Trelstad, 1986). Thus, we take
a square support for w and account for the elonG
gation of "broblasts by allowing the model cells
to be polarized, which means they have a preferential direction; the degree of polarization is
indicated in our model by the parameter o [see
eqn (2)]. As is evident by Fig. 7, this parameter
greatly in#uences the path and "nal position of
the cells. When o"0 the cell turns back on itself
and its "nal position is close to the initial position. As o is increased the cell path becomes
smoother and the "nal location of the cell is
farther from its initial position, but the most
signi"cant e!ect is during the transition in o
from zero to non-zero. Even for relatively high
values of o, such as 0.9, the cell deviates signi"cantly from a straight course, since at each time
step there is a slight alteration in direction,
and the cumulative e!ect of this rapidly becomes
signi"cant.
It is clear from the cell paths that including
a non-zero o is more realistic, since in practice
cell types which tend to polarize do not take such
circuitous paths (Friedl et al., 1998).
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Interestingly, although the cell paths are very
sensitive to changes from zero to non-zero values
of o, the collagen alignment pattern is not. In fact,
as o increases from zero the degree of alignment

changes slightly and only as o approaches 1 does
the e!ect on the alignment become signi"cant
(see Fig. 8).
3.4. INITIAL FIBRE ORIENTATION

FIG. 7. A cell path is shown for several simulations where
only the cell polarization parameter o is varied. The cell path
straightens considerably once o is non-zero. The various
symbols show the cell's location at various times during
a simulation. The data shown represents a run of about
33 min (k"0.045 hr.)

An initial aligned region can determine the
overall alignment of the domain. We tested the
in#uence of aligned regions by using initial
matrix orientations which included such regions
but otherwise have the same set-up as the previous simulations. In the standard set-up although the cells are uniformly distributed in the
domain, they are polarized in randomly chosen
directions. The initial collagen gel is randomly
oriented with a strip running vertically through
the domain which has a horizontal orientation. If
the width of this strip is su$ciently large it will
determine the overall alignment of the region
regardless of cell polarization. As the width is
decreased the e!ect on the alignment also decreases until for su$ciently small strips of alignment there is no e!ect. Cell polarization changes
the rate at which the overall alignment decreases
as the width of the strip decreases, with the rate

FIG. 8. The alignment patterns for simulations which di!er only in the amount of cell polarization assumed. Collagen
alignment is not sensitive to the polarization parameter until it approaches 1: (a) o"0, (b) o"0.1, (c) o"0.7 and (d) o"0.9.
The parameters and set-up are the same as those for Fig. 3.
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tion of the in#uence of aligned strips is that very
thin scars will diminish with time while the
"broblasts remain active, whereas large scars will
become more severe. Thus if the "broblasts initially set up a small region of alignment, in the
months after wounding as they continue to remodel the tissue the alignment should diminish
causing less scarring, whereas if the initial aligned
region is large enough the remodelling of the
"broblasts will enhance the alignment and cause
more severe scarring. This may be a factor in
wound healing abnormalities such as keloid
scars. In addition, due to the in#uence of i on this
process it may be possible to devise experiments
which would determine this parameter by seeing
if initially aligned regions grow or diminish.
3.5. CELL DENSITY

FIG. 9. The e!ect of having an initial aligned region in
simulations with and without cell polarization. The alignment patterns are shown for simulations with an initial
30 lm strip located approximately halfway in the horizontal
direction and running throughout the domain vertically
where the collagen is aligned horizontally. The amount of
polarization is the only di!erence between (a) where o"0
and (b) where o"0.7. Other than the initial orientation and
o, the set-up is the same as that for Fig. 3.

being smaller with higher cell polarization. An
example of this is shown in Fig. 9.
In a particular set of simulations a strip of
alignment 20 km wide did not produce any overall alignment e!ect with either o"0 or o"0.7.
As the width of the strip was increased to 50 km,
the case with no cell polarization showed only
slightly more horizontal alignment than the
normal case, whereas when o"0.7 the horizontal alignment dominated the "nal "bre con"guration. A strip of 100 km in width was su$ciently
large to align the overall "nal pattern.
These results are also in#uenced by the ability
of cells to reorient collagen "bres, as representated by i. In some cases which result in global
alignment, an increase in the value of i alters the
result so there is less or no alignment. This is due
to the same e!ect shown in Fig. 4, but here the
cells more e!ectively realign and thus randomize
the initially aligned strip. One possible implica-

As expected, an increase in cell density
increases the alignment of the collagen matrix.
Biologically this e!ect should be enhanced since
"broblasts exhibit contact inhibition. In other
words, when two cells touch each other they
retract and go in altered directions. At low densities this will not change our results, but it has
been shown that for high cell densities contact
inhibition alone can cause cells to align in parallel arrays due to direct interaction with neighbouring cells (Mogilner & Edelstein-Keshet,
1996). This would certainly enhance the alignment of the collagen gel, but is an aspect which
we do not include in our model since the density
of "broblasts in the dermis is relatively sparse
when compared to those used in the in vitro
alignment studies (Erickson, 1978).
3.6. CELL FLUX

The manner in which cells are introduced into
the domain plays an important part in determining the alignment of the collagen gel. When the
cells enter from the boundary they all have
a component of motion in the same direction and
tend to reinforce that component leading to more
alignment. In the simulations presented thus far,
the cells have been initially placed uniformly in
the gel. This eliminates the aforementioned alignment e!ect and also gives a lower local density
for the cells. The simulations in Fig. 10 illustrate
cases where the cells enter the domain from the
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ing and so we only consider the "rst six days
post-wounding. Fibroblasts typically begin entering the wound region within 24}48 hr postwounding leaving the remaining 4}5 days as the
relevant time.
4. The Tissue Regeneration Model

FIG. 10. The alignment patterns when cells enter the domain from the boundaries. In (a) o"0.9 and the cells enter
uniformly along all the boundaries and in (b) o"0 and the
cells enter only at the base. In both cases the cells' previous
direction is randomly set to be a direction in the half plane
pointing into the domain. All other parameters as in Fig. 3.

boundaries. When the cells are not polarized,
o"0, the e!ect on alignment is small, but with
polarization included, the manner in which the
cells enter the domain strongly in#uences the
overall alignment patterns.
3.7. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

With the current domain size and cell speed,
the boundary conditions do not signi"cantly affect the results during the time relevant for our
applications. However, results of the simulations
after long times can be strongly in#uenced by the
boundary conditions because the number of
times a cell interacts with the boundary increases
with cell speed. We have limited our runs to
100 hr since this is the time of greatest biological
signi"cance; moreover, experiments dealing with
"broblasts moving in gels typically run on this
time-scale. In wound healing, experimental data
is typically collected up to 21 days post-wounding, but it is believed that the important factors
determining alignment occur soon after wound-

Having acquired a basic understanding of the
matrix orientation model, we now develop
a more complicated model by adding features
such as matrix production. In order to motivate
the additional features, we begin by discussing
some details of the wound-healing process.
When the skin is wounded, a sequence of complex and overlapping processes are initiated
which result in the repair of the wound. One of
the "rst events is the polymerization of the protein "brin into a "brous mesh forming the blood
clot (Clark, 1996). This temporary extracellular
matrix has several functions including the provision of a framework or sca!olding which the
"broblasts and other cells can use to move into
the region. Fibroblasts typically enter the wound
region between 24 and 48 hr after wounding. At
this time they begin to replace the "brin clot with
an extracellular matrix composed of di!erent
proteins, until eventually they construct a matrix
primarily of collagen which restores the integrity
of the skin.
In order to incorporate tissue regeneration the
matrix orientation model is modi"ed in three
fundamental ways. First, the extracellular matrix
is considered to be composed of two "brous
networks, namely collagen and "brin. In this way
the domain can simulate normal tissue composed
of collagen, a blood clot composed of "brin or
some combination of the two. Second, we extend
the model to include the ability of "broblasts to
alter the composition of the matrix by producing
and degrading the proteins. Finally, the speed of
the "broblasts is determined by the composition
of the extracellular matrix. It is well known that
"broblasts move at di!erent speeds on di!erent
"brous substrates. We retain the assumptions
from the previous model that the "broblasts alter
the matrix alignment and obtain contact guidance cues from the matrix.
In this amended model the "broblasts are
again discrete objects whose paths are given by
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f G(t). The extracellular matrix is representated by
two vector "elds, c (x, t) representating the collagen network and b (x, t) representating the "brin network or blood clot. As before, the direction
of the vector denotes the predominant direction
of the "bres at the speci"ed point in the plane,
and the vector representation is cell dependent,
satisfying eqn (6) for each vector "eld c and b.
Unlike the previous model the vectors do not
have unit length; rather, the length of the vectors
represents the density of the protein which is
altered by the "broblasts.
The "broblasts receive directional cues and
speed information from both components of the
extracellular matrix. Thus eqns (1) and (2) are
modi"ed in the following manner:
f G (t)"s ("" c "", "" b "")

v (t)
""v (t)""

(7)

with
v (t)"(1!o)

u (f G(t), t)

f G(t!q)
#o
""u (f G(t), t)""
""f G (t!q)""

(8)

and
u (x, t)"(1!c) c (x, t)#cb (x, t).

(9)

As before, f represents the time derivative of f, o is
a positive constant representing the degree to
which the cells are polarized, q is a time lag,
s represents the speed (no longer constant) and
c is a positive parameter which determines how
much in#uence the "brin network has on the
cell's direction. Blood clots have a high concentration of "bronectin, an adhesive protein on
which "broblasts migrate more readily than on
collagen (Grinnell & Bennett, 1981). We assume
that the "bronectin is uniformly distributed
throughout the blood clot and is proportional to
the density of "brin. Thus, the speed of the "broblasts depends directly on the collagen and "brin
density, although it is really the "bronectin and
not the "brin which is important. The speed
function is assumed to be the product of two
functions, one which depends on the collagen
density and is decreasing and another which depends on the "brin density and is increasing. The

FIG. 11. The graph of the function showing the dependency of the cells speed on the collagen density. The collagen
density is scaled so that it remain between 0 and 1.5.

functional form of the collagen dependence is
shown in Fig. 11 with the important feature of
being relatively insensitive to low collagen densities. The "brin dependence is taken to be linear for
simplicity.
Overall the speed can range from a maximum
value, denoted by l, to a minimum of about l/9
(for more details see the appendix).
When "broblasts migrate into the wound region they remove the blood clot by degrading the
"brin and eventually replacing it with a collagen
network, via both production and degradation of
the extracellular matrix (Je!rey, 1992). The rate
at which they produce collagen is highly dependent on both the composition of the extracellular
matrix surrounding them and their chemical environment (Clark et al., 1995; Tuan et al., 1996).
For simplicity, we model the changes in collagen
and "brin density with the following ordinary
di!erential equations:
d ""c (x, t)""

"(p !d "" c (x, t)"")
A
A

,

w (x, t),
G

(10)

,
d ""b (x, t)""
"!d "" b (x, t) "" w (x, t),
@
G
dt
G

(11)

dt

G

where w is de"ned in eqn (4), N is the total
G
number of cells, p , d , and d are all positive
A A
@
constants. The "rst term on the right-hand side
of eqn (10) models collagen production at a
constant rate by each cell, and the second term
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models degradation at a rate proportional to the
density of collagen already present. The contribution of a cell to the collagen modi"cation is given
by multiplying the two terms by w , then each cell's
G
contribution is added up to give the total production rate. As before w interpolates the in#uence of
G
the discrete cells to the nearby continuum "bre
variables. Equation (11) for the evolution of the
"brin density is similar to eqn (10) for the collagen density evolution but the cells do not produce "brin, so there is no production term.
The extracellular matrix is reoriented in the
same manner as before and is described by eqns
(5) and (3). This completes the description of the
tissue regeneration model.
5. Results of the Tissue Regeneration Model
In the following simulations our standard setup has initial conditions where at any point there
is only one matrix type. Thus, the domain is
divided into non-overlapping regions with either
collagen or "brin networks. The "brin is random-

ly oriented, representating a blood clot, and is
devoid of "broblasts which enter from the domain edges. There are two basic cases: one which
can be used to compare with the results of the
previous model and one which is the standard
set-up for this amended model. The "rst basic
case has an initial randomly oriented "brin
matrix of uniform density in the domain. The
cells are initially uniformly placed within the
blood clot (not relevant to wound healing) and
the results are shown in Fig. 12.
One can see that the collagen density is fairly
uniform in its distribution and the "brin has been
e!ectively removed. By comparing the results
with those in Fig. 8(d) it is obvious that there is
much less alignment with the new model. This is
primarily due to the changes in the cell speed,
which in this case gives an average cell speed of
3.37, and can be demonstrated by "xing the cell
speed at 15 km hr\ and comparing the results
(see Fig. 13).
The second base case is the same as the "rst
except that the cells enter the domain from the

FIG. 12. Results from a typical simulation where the cells are initially uniformly placed in the domain. In (a) the collagen
orientation and density are shown. The lines representing the collagen orientation are streamlines for the vector "eld and are
grey scaled to represent the density with white representing no collagen and black representing a collagen density of 1.5. In (b)
the "brin density is shown with black representing "brin density of 1.0 and white representing no "brin. In (c) the cell positions
are shown with the area in black corresponding to the the support of the weight functions w . The average cell speed is
G
3.37 km hr\ and the average collagen density at t"96 is 1.30. The time shown is t"100 hr, k"0.15 hr, N"600,
l"15 km hr\, c"0.5, i"5, p "0.64, d "0.44, d "0.6, and o"0.9.
A
A
D
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FIG. 13. The collagen alignment when the cell speed is
"xed. This simulation is the same as that shown in Fig. 12
except the cell speed is "xed at 15 km hr\ and the average
collagen density at t"96 is 1.44.

boundaries with the results shown in Fig. 14. In
this more biologically realistic case, the e!ects of
the cells entering from the boundary on the extracellular matrix can be clearly seen at the
earlier time.
5.1. ALTERATIONS IN COLLAGEN PRODUCTION
AND FIBRIN DEGRADATION: p , d AND d
A A
@

As the collagen production is increased the
average collagen density increases and the "brin
density is una!ected. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 15(a) and (c), which show plots of the collagen and "brin densities with respect to the
parameter p . Figure 15(b) and (d) show time
A
plots of the average collagen and "brin protein
densities, respectively. Each line corresponds to
the time plot for one simulation. Thus, the time
plots for several simulations with di!erent values
of p are plotted on the same graph. In this way
A
the range of densities obtained as the parameters
are changed is more easily seen and surprisingly
there are signi"cant #uctuations. Likewise when
d is increased the "brin density decreases and the
@
collagen density remains roughly the same (see
Fig. 16) but again with #uctuations. These #uctuations are explained by the discrete nature of the
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cells. When parameter values are changed, the
cells traverse di!erent paths giving solutions
which are pointwise very di!erent in space.
Figure 17 shows the average collagen density for
several simulations which di!er only in the random initial conditions used for the matrix orientation. The #uctuations in collagen densities in
Figs 16 and 17 as well as in the "brin density in
Fig. 15 are of the same magnitude con"rming
that they are independent of the parameter being
altered.
The other e!ects of altering these parameters
are predominantly due to changes in the cell
speed and can also be obtained by altering the
functional dependence of the speed on the densities. This includes the degree the cells are able to
invade the blood clot which is discussed in the
next section.
5.2. INVASIVENESS

The di!erent set-up for the tissue regeneration
model introduces the additional feature of invasiveness which needs to be considered. Since the
blood clot is initially devoid of "broblasts, the
degree to which the "broblasts in the collagen
matrix are able to move into the "brin becomes
an important issue. There are three factors which
play a role in determining the invasiveness of the
cells: cell polarization, cell speed and protein production. The protein production plays a part
since it alters the cell's speed by altering the
densities. By changing either the speed function
or the production and degradation parameters
any degree of invasiveness can be obtained. Cell
polarization plays a role by determining the frequency with which a cell turns around rather
than penetrating into a region.
5.3. INFLUENCE OF THE CLOT ON CELL DIRECTION: c

The "brin clot has a random structure created
by the polymerization of the "brin as the blood
plasma "lls the wound. The directional cues of
the "brin clot have a randomizing e!ect on the
direction of the cells. In eqn (9) the in#uence of
the "brin on "broblast direction is determined by
the parameter c. When c is small, so that the
"brin does not contribute much to the cell direction, there is more alignment of the collagen
"bres and as c increases the collagen becomes
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FIG. 14. Results from a typical simulation where the cells enter "brin matrix from the domain edges. In (a), (b), and (c) the
collagen orientation and density, the "brin density and the cell positions, respectively, are shown at t"20 hr. In (d), (e) and (f )
the collagen orientation and density, the "brin density and the cell positions, respectively, are shown at t"100 hr. Compare
with Fig. 10(a). The parameters are the same as those shown in Fig. 12. The average cell speed is 3.24 km hr\ and the average
collagen density at t"96 is 1.25.

more random. An example of this can be seen in
Fig. 18 where the value of c is varied for two
simulations. Even when c is small the randomizing in#uence will, with time, have a signi"cant
impact on the cells' directions and will consequently alter the overall collagen alignment. This
indicates that either the mechanisms creating
alignment in scar tissue are strong or the "brin

clot plays a minor role in directing the "broblasts.
5.4. INTERFACE

The di!erent way in which the cells interact
with the two types of protein "bres causes di!erent alignment properties. Most signi"cantly, the
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FIG. 15. Graphs of the average protein densities as the collagen production is varied. It is seen that the collagen density
increases as the collagen production increases and the "brin density remains relatively unchanged. In (a) and (c) the average
collagen and "brin densities are plotted with respect to the collagen production rate respectively at several di!erent times. The
collagen density is scaled to range from 0 to 1.5 and "brin density of 1 represents a typical clot density. The time plots (b) and
(d) show the evolution of the collagen and "brin densities respectively with each line representing a di!erent simulation as the
collagen production rate is changed. Other than varying p and d while keeping their ratio a constant 1.5, the parameters and
A
A
set-up is the same as that for Fig. 14. The values of p used in the simulations start at 0.1 and are incremented by about 0.05 up
A
to 0.85.

collagen "bres direct the cells and are reoriented
by them, whereas the "brin "bres are not reoriented. This causes more alignment when the
cells are in collageneous regions of the domain
and the randomizing in#uence of the "brin is not
reduced as the cells #ow through those regions.
This is demonstrated by simulations in which the
domain is initially divided into a random collagen gel and a random "brin gel, with a distinct
interface between the two in the vertical direction. Figure 19 shows the collagen alignment
patterns for such a simulation with 300 cells
initially positioned at the collagen}"brin interface. There is more alignment in the collagen
region with the cells being guided into aligned
streams, whereas on the "brin side a less oriented
collagen matrix is produced. By considering only
the speed e!ect, one would expect opposite results since the cells are moving more slowly in the

collagen region than in the "brin region. By eliminating the speed dependence and making the
cells travel at a constant speed, which is close to
the average speed in the previous simulation,
similar results are obtained [Fig. 19(b)]. This
demonstrates that speed is not the controlling factor. However, if the speed is a constant
15 km hr\ strong alignment is attained on
both sides showing how di!erent e!ects combine
to in#uence the outcome. The higher speed
tends to increase the alignment and, for this
example, the e!ect of the high speed overcame
the randomizing in#uence of the "brin clot.
At the lower speed the randomizing in#uence of
the "brin clot determines the collagen alignment
on the "brin side, but on the other region the
alignment is due to the mechanism relating to
how the cells interact with the "bres and not the
speed.
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FIG. 16. Graphs of the average protein densities as the "brin degradation is varied. The "brin density decreases as the
degradation parameter increases and the collagen density remains relatively unchanged. In (a) and (c) the average collagen
and "brin densities are plotted with respect to the "brin degradation rate respectively at several di!erent times. The collagen
density is scale to range from 0 to 1.5 and "brin density of 1 represents a typical clot density. The time plots (b) and (d) show
the evolution of the collagen and "brin densities respectively with each line representing a di!erent simulation as the "brin
degradation rate is changed. As before other than varying d the parameters and set-up are the same as Fig. 14. The values of
@
d used in the simulations start at 0.1 and are incremented by about 0.05 up to 0.85.
@

FIG. 17. The e!ect of changing the random initial orientations on the average collagen density. In (a) the collagen density is
plotted with respect to the seed for the random number generator at several di!erent times. The collagen density is scaled to
range from 0 to 1.5. In (b) time plots of the collagen density in simulations using di!erent seeds for the random number
generator determining the initial "brin orientation are superimposed. The parameters and set-up are the same as Fig. 14 other
than the particular random initial conditions. Fifteen di!erent seeds were used.
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6. Discussion

FIG. 19. Alignment patterns showing the e!ect of an initial transition from collagen to "brin. The alignment is
stronger on the left side of the domain where the initial
protein was collagen and weaker on the right side where the
initial protein was "brin. The position of the initial interface
between collagen and "brin is indicated by the arrow. In (a)
the cell speed depends on the protein densities with an
average speed of 3.11 lm hr\, l"15 and the total collagen
density is 1.14. In (b) the cell speed is constant and set at
5 lm hr\. The remaining parameters are the same as those
given in Fig. 12 with 300 cells initially placed along the
collagen}"brin interface and polarized in randomly chosen
directions.

We have developed and studied a matrix orientation model which includes the interactions of
cells being directed by their substrate and simultaneously reorienting it. Furthermore, we have
extended this model to allow the cells to alter the
composition as well as the orientation of the
matrix. Simulations of these models have important implications concerning the mechanisms
which cause alignment. The simple model clearly
shows that cell speed, #ux, polarization, density,
initial matrix orientation and the in#uence of
cells on the matrix can all have a signi"cant
impact on the overall alignment of the collagen.
As was indicated by both models, depending on
the circumstances, some of these factors will contribute more than others in producing alignment.
Most, if not all, of these can be tested experimentally, but the complicated interactions mean
that the result require careful interpretation; also
the e!ects of gel contraction should be minimized
as far as possible in experimental tests. We suggest four types of possible experiments:

E Altering the speed of ,broblasts. Our model
predicts that increasing the speed of the cells
should cause greater alignment. This could be
done either with a chemoattractant (Knapp
et al., 1999) or by altering the integrin expression levels of the "broblasts (Palecek et al.,
1997). By choosing a chemoattractant such as
epidermal growth factor which can increase
the speed of the "broblasts up to three-fold
depending on the substratum (Ware et al.,
1998) the collagen alignment should be
increased. Of course this chemoattractant also
decreases the directional persistence of cells
modelled here as polarization. These two
properties of the cells have opposite e!ects on
the collagen alignment, but our models predicts that the e!ect of the increased speed outweighs the e!ect of the decreased cell polarization. For example, increasing the cell speed by
a factor of three and halving the polarization

FIG. 18. Changes in how the blood clot in#uences cell
direction are shown in these collagen plots. When the "brin
matrix has less in#uence on the cell direction (a) the collagen
is more aligned and when the "brin has more in#uence (b)
the collagen is less aligned. Compare (a) and (b) with Fig. 14
where c"0.1, 0.9 and 0.5, respectively. The average cell
speed in (a) is 3.24 and the average collagen density is 1.23.
In (b) the average cell speed is 3.25 and the average collagen
density 1.13.
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parameter results in a signi"cantly more aligned collagen matrix.
E Reducing the contact guidance of the cell. This
can be accomplished by inhibiting the formation of microtubules with colcemid (Oakley
et al., 1997). When this is done the cells are still
mobile but do not align along very narrow
grooves in the substratum. Alternately, treatment with colchicine causes a rounder morphology of "broblasts in a "brous gel but does
not signi"cantly alter the collagen production
(Unemori & Werb, 1986). A "nal possibility
would be to alter the substrate by using monomeric collagen (Mercier et al., 1996). On this
type of substrate the "broblasts take a more
rounded morphology and presumably have
less contact guidance. All of these interventions alter not only the contact guidance but
also the degree of cell polarization. Our model
suggests both of these act to reduce alignment.
Reducing cell polarization is modelled by
reducing o, and although in our model we
assume that the cells align exactly in the
predominant direction of the collagen, reducing i should e!ectively model a reduction in
contact guidance.
E E+ects of initial collagen orientation. This could
be tested using the approach of Matsumoto et
al. (1998), who transplanted pieces of tendon
where the "broblasts had been killed into normal tendon. The manner in which the structure
of the transplanted tendon was altered by the
invading cells was examined in two cases:
one where the transplant was the same size
as the defect into which it was transplanted
and another where the transplant was larger
and therefore lax. Altering this procedure
by rotating the grafted tendon, one can set
up initial conditions where the collagen has
regions with di!ering orientations. The result
of two simulations with this type of initial
conditions are shown in Fig. 20. The initial
collagen gel is oriented vertically with a
square patch in the centre oriented horizontally. The di!erent values of i show very di!erent results. A similar idea would be to place
pieces of oriented gel (Guido & Tranquillo,
1993) in randomly oriented gel. By changing
the size of the di!erently oriented regions the
magnitude of i could be estimated, helping to

FIG. 20. Simulations designed to show the e!ect of an
initial region of collagen with di!erent orientation. Initially,
all the collagen is oriented vertically except a 200;200 lm
in the centre, which is oriented horizontally. In (a) i"0.5
and the region of horizontally oriented collagen remains
largely unchanged after 100 hr of simulation; whereas, in (b)
i"5.0 and the region with horizontal orientation has
changed shape dramatically. In these simulations o"0.7
and the remaining parameters are the same as those given in
Fig. 3.

determine how e!ectively the cells can reorient
collagen.
E Determining the e+ects of -ux. There are many
experiments which could be devised to determine the importance of the way in which the
cells enter the region. Gels can be prepared
void of cells and with cells distributed throughout. Our simulations suggest that gels which
have a continuous #ux of cells from the edges
will result in more aligned collagen near the gel
edges than gels which have cells distributed
throughout.
The tissue regeneration model showed that the
rate at which the cells alter the matrix composition has little direct e!ect on the matrix alignment. In the more complicated setting of tissue
regeneration there was less alignment due to both
the reduced cell speed and the randomizing in#uence of the blood clot. Thus, our modelling shows
that matrix alignment is a complicated process
with many factors contributing to the overall
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structure including both the inherent properties
of the "broblasts as well as the conditions in
which they "nd themselves. Even in our simple
model the complexity of alignment was illustrated.
In the context of wound healing, we conclude
that cell #ux is the most signi"cant alignment
mechanism, especially when coupled with cell
polarization. Yet, the initial orientation of the
collagen should not be overlooked. As the cells
move into a wound they may establish an initial
region of alignment when regenerating the tissue
which is then propagated or stabilized during the
months of remodelling that occur. Thus, the inherent properties of the "broblasts are of secondary importance to the conditions in which the
cells are placed in determining matrix alignment
for wound healing. In addition, the alignment
mechanism must be strong to overcome randomizing in#uences such as the blood clot.
In a complex biological process such as wound
repair, mathematical modelling plays a valuable
role because of its ability to study speci"c parts of
the process in isolation. This approach has been
used to study epithelial repair (Dale et al., 1994),
cytokine activity in scar tissue (Dale et al., 1996),
wound angiogeneis (Pettet et al., 1996; Chaplin
& Byrne, 1996) and the tissue mechanics underlying wound contraction (Olse et al., 1995; Tracqui
et al., 1995; Tranquillo & Murray, 1992). Almost
all of this modelling work excludes the e!ects of
tissue anisotropy, which will vary dynamically
during healing as a result of cell}matrix interactions. However, experimental evidence now suggests that such anisotropy plays an important
role in scar formation (Ehrlich & Krummel, 1996;
Whitby & Ferguson, 1991). The models we have
developed here provide a framework that enables
realistic modelling of these phenomena, including
dynamically varying anisotropy. This is particulary important because of recent progress in the
development of potential anti-scarring therapies
(Shah et al., 1995), which act by altering the
growth factor pro"le within the wound during
healing. A realistic mathematical model of the
scar formation process would provide a powerful
tool in this development, enabling the identi"cation of optimal therapeutic regimes, and our
work provides one component of such a realistic
model.
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APPENDIX A
Here we describe the numerical implementation of the models and their details. Before doing
so we note that for simple con"gurations of the
extracellular matrix such as oriented in one direction, local realignment only causes local changes
which do not propagate into the entire domain.
That is if the initial orientation is smooth
on a scale of sk where s is the cell speed and k
is the time step, it remains smooth in a stable
manner such that small perturbations are
smoothed.

and f is de"ned in eqn (3), eqns (A.1) and (A.2)
become
d
dt

(c; )#i"" f ""1c; , f2c; "i f.

Discretizing eqn (A.3) using a "rst-order approximation to the derivative and adding terms of
O (k) and higher results in
d (nk)#ikf (nk)
#O (k),
c; ((n#1)k)"
JK
""d (nk)#ikf (nk)""
(A.4)

A.1. Protein Densities
The vector "elds c and b are discretized in
space so that c (t)"c (lh , mh , t) and similarly
JK
V
W
for b where h and h are the space steps in the
JK
V
W
x- and y-direction. Equations (10) and (11) describing the evolution of the protein densities are
solved at the grid locations using Euler's method.
The densities are constrained to be nonnegative
and the grid used has 51;101 grid points.
A.2. Protein Fibre Directions
Equation (3) is implemented with the time
lag q"0.15 hr. This represents a biologically reasonable lag of about 9 min. It also corresponds to
the time step k for the calculations making the
time-lagged direction readily available.
Multiplying eqn (5) by cos h, applying the
change rule and trignometric identities give
d
dt

(sin h)"i"" f "" (sin a!sin a sin h
!cos a sin h cos h)

dt

(cos h)"i"" f "" (cos a!sin a sin h cos h
!cos a cos h)

where c; is the discretized version of c; and
JK
d (t)"$c;

JK

(t)

(A.5)

with the sign being chosen so that
1d, f2!d'0.

(A.6)

Recall that the vector representation is cell dependent [see eqn (6)], but the cumulative e!ect of
all the cells is being used in eqn (A.4). Thus, the
representation needs to be de"ned with respect to
the cumulative direction of all the contributing
cells. This formulation is valid for both the matrix
orientation and the tissue regeneration models
and is used for pragmatic reasons in the numerical algorithm. When the collagen density is allowed to vary, the cells will remodel the existing
collagen to the same degree regardless of the
density. If there is no collagen then d is taken to
be zero.

(A.1)

and similarly multiplying eqn (5) by sin h gives
d

(A.3)

(A.2)

By changing to Cartesian coordinates where
c; "c/"" c "", c; "(cos h, sin h), f""" f "" (cos a, sin a)

A.3. Interpolation
The interpolation from the discrete cells to the
vector "eld is a simple evaluation of the weight
function de"ned in eqn (4). Other weight functions have been tested including a step function
which is constant over the same support of the
one de"ned earlier. The same qualitative results
are obtained. The interpolator I from the
discretized vector "elds to the cell location is
a tensor product interpolant using quartic
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Langrangian interpolation in each direction
(Ralston & Rabinowitz, 1978). It is de"ned by







c
l
(x) l (y),
I (c , x, y)"
H\K I\L H\K
I\L
L\ K\
(A.7)
l (x)"
H
(x!x

) (x!x ) (x!x ) (x!x )
H\
H\
H>
H> ,
(x !x ) (x !x ) (x !x ) (x !x )
H
H\ H
H\ H
H> H
H>
(A.8)

where x "( j!1)h and the analogous y "
H
V
I
(k!1) h are grid points.
W
A.4. Cell Paths
The paths of the "broblasts, f G (t) are computed
as continuous piecewise linear curves. We de"ne
the direction of the linear segment starting at
fG(nk) to be TG where n"0, 1, 2 2 K and k is the
L
time step. This direction is determined by implementing eqns (7)}(9) as follows:
v
TG " L
L> "" v ""
L

with

(A.9)

TG
v "(1!o)u (fG[(n#1)k])#o L
L
L
"" T G ""
L
and

(A.10)

u (x)"(1!c)I (c (nk), x)#cI (b (nk), x)
L

(A.11)

with similar equations for eqns (1) and (2) of the
matrix orientation model. The cell takes its directional cues from the matrix before remodelling it,
although it is the altered density which the cell
uses to determine its speed.
The speed is constant in the matrix orientation
model and for the tissue regeneration model is
taken to be





1
7
s "l #
L
8 8#3"" I [ c (nk, fG(nk))]""



;



1#2"" I [b (nk, f G(nk))]""
3

,

(A.12)

where l is a positive constant denoting the maximum speed of the cell and s is the speed correL
sponding to the line segment starting at fG(nk).
The speed and k determine the length of the line
segments which de"ne fG. The speed function is
the product of an increasing linear function depending on the "brin density and a decreasing
function of collagen density with the form illustrated in Fig. 11. It is relatively insensitive to low
collagen densities and decreases the speed by
about 1/4 when the collagen density is 1 and up
to about 2/3 when the collagen density is 1.5 (the
maximum allowed). The dependency of the speed
on the "brin is a linear function which goes from
1/3 when the "brin density is 0 to 1 when the
"brin density is 1. Thus the speed can range from
a maximum l when "" b """1 and "" c """0 to
a minimum of about l/9 when "" b """0 and
"" c """1.5.
A.5. Boundary Conditions
In wounds, the cells potentially can enter or
leave the region from all of the wound boundaries
with the exception of the epidermal boundary.
This is clearly not the case for controlled experiments of cells in collagen gels. It is not understood how the cells respond to the boundaries in
the wound, and in controlled experiments the
focus is on the interior of the gel and not the
edges. We have tried various boundary conditions including using a toroidal surface, absorbing boundaries and two types of no-#ux boundaries. The two no-#ux boundary conditions are,
one where the cells re-enter the domain at randomly chosen sites after leaving it. The other is
used in the simulations for this paper and has the
cell re#ect o! the boundary by changing the sign
of the component of motion perpendicular to the
boundary. This boundary condition was chosen
because it is the most realistic for the epidermal
boundary in the wound, can be interpreted as
a no-#ux boundary for the other wound edges
with an equal number of cells entering and leaving the domain. Furthermore, it simpli"es the
problem by having the same boundary condition
for all the edges. In addition, the simulation results
are very similar for both no-#ux boundary conditions and on the time-scale of 100 hr they are
similar for all the boundary conditions examined.
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A.6. Parameter Values
Although there is a signi"cant amount of experimental data dealing with "broblasts and collagen, establishing parameter values is very di$cult due to the nature of the experiments. Here we
justify, to the extent possible, the parameter
values used in the model.
E In the matrix orientation model the speed of
the "broblasts is generally taken to be
15 km hr\. Fibroblasts moving in threedimensional collagen gels move from 12 to
60 km hr\ in vitro (Friedl et al., 1998), but
"broblasts migrating through a "brin clot while
remodelling the composition of the extracellular matrix certainly move with speeds in the
lower range if not slower. In the tissue regeneration model the maximum cell speed, l is taken
to be 15 km hr\ with typical average cell
speeds over 3 km hr\. The e!ects of varying
this parameter are discussed in Section 3.2.
E Total cell number N is taken to be 600. This
number gives the maximum "broblast density
in a wound region (Adams, 1997).
E The cell polarization parameter o is discussed
in Section 3.3.
E The parameter representating the in#uence of
the "broblasts on orienting the collagen is i.
For i"1, a cell would reorient the collagen at
its location to its direction within 4}5 hr, as
can be demonstrated by solving eqn (5) with
"" f """1. Detailed estimates of this parameter
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are unavailable, and e!ects of this parameter
are discussed in Section 3.1.
E The extent to which the "brin clot guides the
"broblasts is governed by the parameter c. We
take c"0.5 assuming the contact guidance
in#uence on the "broblasts to be equal for
the collagen and "brin, although numerical
simulations indicate that only near the
extreme values of c"0 and 1 are the results
of the simulation signi"cantly a!ected (see
Section 5.3).
E The time lag q can be thought of as the time
di!erence from which the cell senses the contact guidance cues to the time it takes to reorient while doing the remodelling. It is taken
to be 0.15 hr (9 min) which means that the cell
moves at the most 2.25 km in this time interval.
E The collagen production and degradation
rates, p and d as well as the "brin degradation
A
A
rate, d are not easy quantities to determine.
@
The experiments which measure the collagen
production of "broblasts in wounds collect
data several days apart. Thus with the range of
errors for the measurements and only one data
point other than zero collagen density at the
time of wounding, there was little use in trying
to "t the data. The e!ect of altering the parameters is shown in Section 5.1. There the
values range from 0.1 to 0.9 which in the spatially homogeneous case give transition times
from the initial conditions to steady state
ranging between 5 and 60 hr.

